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A. This is Danny's classroom. Look at the sitting plan and finish what he says

with the following words. (12% @2%) 

next to behind in front of left 呣ht between 
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blackboard 

[ Jane [ j Connie j John Bill 

尸 Susan \ Paul 二三 I《,me

[ ______�_nn ___ j [ Sam 

This is my classroom. 

1. Tim is my best friend. He sits on my

2. Susan sits on my

3. Jane sits

4. Ann sits

5. Bill is the monitor. He sits

6. Paul sits

Bill and Connie. 

Sam. She is the monitress. 

me. 
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B. Look at Danny and his friend's picture. Compare and fill in the blanks
with the correct form of '
the words given. (7%@1 %)

fat thin tall 

short big small 

e.g. Danny is fatter . than Tim but Sam is the fattest .

1. Look at their eyes. Sam has eyes than Danny 

but Tim has the eyes. 

2. Tim has a ____________ mouth than Danny. Danny's mouth is the

3. Tim is thin. He is the

4. Sam is tall but Danny is than Sam. Tim is 

the .• He is only 100cm.

C. Danny and his mum are shopping. Finish what they say with the foil owing
words. (5 %@1 %) (You can use the words more than once.)

bigger smaller longer shorter taller 

Mum: Let's buy some new clothes. Look at this T-shirt. 

Danny: This T-shirt is too big. I need a one. 

Mum: 

more 

You need a__ .. pair. 

＾ ｀囯
Danny: Mum, my sport shoes are too small. 『·.·.,·, _:� 

I need a pair. 篷��
Mum: Ok, try the blue pair. 
Danny: Oh! This pair of shoes is still not big enough. 

I need a pair. 

Mum: There are a lot of sports shoes. You can try some 
Danny: OK 多-至>,�/�--, ;� 
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